There has been a constant demand by users of quality control materials that such materials should be identical in appearance with specimens from patients (Anido, 1975) . Lyophilisation procedures commonly used for preserving serum increase the turbidity because of insolubilisation of lipid constituents (Oncley et al., 1950) . This turbidity may increase the absorbance of the control material and it causes a particular problem in the assay of enzymes by methods which are based upon the NADH/NAD+ reaction. Measurements at 340 nrn may be particularly affected, as turbidity can increase the initial high absorbance of NADH, and the resultant readings may be made at an imprecise aortion of the absorbance scale.
We found that the within-run analytical precisions certain enzyme analyses on the Beckman System TR Enzyme Analyzer, notably aspartate and alanine aminotransferases (EC 2.6.1.1 and EC 2.6.1.2), were significantly inferior to those reported IyPassey et al. (1975) when a number of lyophiliscd quality control materials were used. In contrast, the malytical precision with fresh, clear, or Iipaemic serum from hospital patients was very similar to Table. Poor precision was evident only with turbid or opalescent reconstituted quality control sera and was not found with control sera specifically designed for use in enzyme analysis. We therefore considered that centrifugation might be a simple prerequisite, sufficient for precision evaluation using widely available, non-specialist, control materials.
Centrifugation (1000 K, 15 min) did not significantly affect the precision. More vigorous centrifugation of the turbid quality control sera (16500 K, 60 min) however dramatically improved the analytical precision. The resultant precipitate, when resuspended in either centrifuged, quality control serum or clear, patient serum, caused the reappearance of poor precision.
The poor precision caused by the turbidity of commercial, lyophilised, quality control materials was variable from lot to lot and was not related to any individual manufacturer or product.
The mean values before and after centrifugation were not significantly different and it is therefore .::aoh mean is the average of 10 assays, except that of Passey et 141. (l97S) .
considered that estimation of accuracy using turbid quality control serum would generally be satisfactory.
In this note it is emphasised that great care must be taken in selecting and using quality control sera for evaluating equipment or reagents. As lyophilised materials are commonly used in interlaboratory quality control, factors such as turbidity may significantly influence the results. Neither the performance of individual laboratories nor the present state of the art of enzyme analysis in clinical biochemistry may therefore be accurately reflected by the analytical results generated in such schemes. C. G. Fraser, A. N. Fudge, and L. A. Penberthy 
